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HILDE KNORR

Old Sea Chest
Old seachest
like a pre-historic waterthing
has gained four legs
and stands
with brass handles neatly
tucked into mahogany drawers
like that old seadog, the wood-turnerwe-bought-it-from's
merchant-ship-captain-grandfather's
hands into his smallclothes.
It has a pervading
captain's-sea-chest air
and smells of sea, andto a more sensitive nosethere'd be the smell of the young-old
sea-captain's clean clothes
in the. middle drawer, and
all his dirty stinking slops
in the bottom, and in another
his letters from home
(scented perhaps with peat or rose?)
and the presents he'd got
in the Indies for his wife
and kids and the things
he'd hide in the bulkheads before
reaching port-opium?
or whisky? or pearls?
And it would smell
of the harlots, the girls
who'd come giggling and loll
with a sticking-up hip
on the seachest and sing
dirtier ditties even
than the sailors sang;
and the aroma of fish ... and fish. .. and fish ...
and burning tobacco that made
this brown mark
and bribe stuff for natives
and rotten meat
and clean sand
walked in on seaman boots,
and long-john-silver-sandalwood peglegs and the green
gold-eyed parrot's
droppings.
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And the smell of fear whe·n
even the mahogany blanched
to hear
the sentences-the keelhaulings
the lashings and the salt
rubbed in;
and the rotten smell drying out
after the waves came crashing
the half-battened hatches
and the painful smell of the land
when the mast broke
and the sails flapped wild
as they swung her
round again into the shark-toothed rain
And the rum or
the blood
that made this stain
The old wood-turner's merchant-shipcaptain grandfather
long since concerned only
with another brass-bound box
(as well-proportioned one might say)
is likewise unconcerned
with the longhaired and
bum-fluff-bearded boys
kicking gym shoes
on a land-logged seachest
and listening
to the nitty-gritty-dirt
band and pink-floydresurrection-rock-mozartroll-beethoven-bach
blues and feeling uneasily
underneath their jiggling
buttocks the horny salt sea
bearing onward
to some landfall in the dark.
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ROBERT COLE

The Wilderness Cry

"A week on your own? You're nuts!"
Maybe I am nuts. Sitting here, under the cliff watching the brown pancakes of
rain dripping past me. Berserk I would go, if someone asked me what I was doing.
Just sitting here thinking, about the rain and the waves and myself.
Splot. A bigger than life rock plummets to the sand. Not far off my toe or the
swe.eping waves. Splot, and splot again. Hark, I've just discovered a seven of hearts
that makes my royal flush useless. The seven of hearts is the band of merries in
their gumboots, green raincoats and floral terry towelling hats and long knitted
scarves and old age jeans. The royal flush is on my face: it tells me that I should
be disappearing into the horizon. Quickly I am on my feet, and running, across
the wet, flesh sand. Away from the people.
There I'm feeling much better now. The flame in front of me is just a little one
and its light is my shield, but I do feel the burnies from the hot potato and
from the black bits of night that keep floating into my dome. Aaah, it is peaceful,
the stillness and the sea and the mist have just got to be the most efficient pair of
ear muffs ever invented. But the wind's tickling blue fingers tingle into my hide
and try to strangle me by the waist, all through the quiet.
It has been a while. I know because the spaghetti is now yelling to get out. Off
I trek for a toilet in the night. And then I see myself outside in the dark and the
trees over me with their arms around me as if they were my friends. Soon I am
back inside my tent and the wind blows. I set sail into night.
Morning: my toes are wet from dew, a night's tear on day's face. I pick up my
surfboard like a toothbrush and depart for my salubrious surf: it cleans my face,
washes my hair, gives me back a ring of confidence and makes my body new. I
scurry off for a first-light-of-day-surf, over the hills and far away. But-Gaaarksixteen others have found the surf of my someplace new. Sixteen, with their women
and their cars and their morning ease. The waves have broken backs from carrying
the load and I have broken eyes from witnessing it.
Stick up another finger and make it seventeen for I am going to join the crush.
I'm getting bolder by the minute: for it is such a small break and so very far
away, I thought. Slap, and my hands paddle like duck's feet and my webbed eyes
stare. They, the other sixteen, get bigger and look much uglier when you get amongst
them: hairy and wet with their eyes just groping for the next wave. It's like a dance
floor out here. I keep turning to apologise for stepping on toes and kicking people
in the shins but they all just grunt.
. Need I tell you that each wave· was strictly main street? Need I say that surfing
is now a physical contact sport? Need I inform you that the cold on my wet white
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lips ,was so stunning that my mash tasted good? Somewhat reflective I'd like to say
that when you spend a night with your sleeping bag and your big toe out of your
sock you expect a little more than a crowded washroom.
I was alone as the tide crept out again and I stepped my way in silence amidst
the rocks. The beauty of the life on the rocks, was a lightning strike in a storm that
had "forever" written all over it. The beauty of the drips and their perfect circles
falling on the sea and through the weeping trees brought my senses to full life.
And I swung round and the three dimensional painting brought perhaps a tear to
my throat but no further. And I dropped and sank into the sand then turned and
waded through the water, on my hands and knees through the shadow that was
the entrance to the cave. In my warm coat I sat down beneath the hemisphere of
rock that was surely once the home of a giant breast. I was all movement as my
fingers felt the softness of the sand and touched its life. Everything was in its
place as I lay back.
Gaaark. The handiwork of white paint is splattered where the nipple goes. "John
and Pearl, 12/3/73." Someone has left their mark for all to see. Dh, let me run
over the rocks in my uncertain feet, please let the reality not seep through from
dampness to a stream, just let me leave and run and find one piece of beauty that
is a scratchless record even if it has never been played. I am reduced to something
less than human as I blow, in the wind, down the beach. I am overcome with
sorrow, sorrow, as limping I blow into my tent and nestle in the corner, fondling
my sweaty toes and holding my sides that are now soft and pulpy from exhaustion.
Down goes the tent zip as the gentle words of a happy family float across the park
to me. I just want to be left alone to grunt and sigh and shrug a lot to myself.
I'd like to hang a "do not disturb" sign outside but I fear that I would never take
it down. I sit quiet all night as a storm crosses.
Wondering if I should go out I put my hand upon the wet grass, wet from
rain. The wind caught icily my fingers. Yes, yes, and I follow myself down to the
beach where we all meet and enact our little, it seems so small, drama. But where,
are my fellow actors? The beach is free of bodies. The wrath of the surf is hard
and coughs and spits in this morning, surely the others are swallowed up. I went
in and only one fellow came in to lick his lips and flinch his toes out in the surf
with me. I stayed in all morning, in the surf that was not how it looked because
you had to feel it to know its worth. If I had a watch I would have known that
maybe all my time was spent achieving two minutes of pleasure, but a timepiece
was not heard of in the land of the runaways so what I held in those arms that
were so worn out was surely hours, days, immeasurable amounts of joy and ease
that wiped away the white paint on my mind.
But, my companion was a-gaaark-a dropper inner and in the race for just one
wave in the set he did so. Thus I was dropped onto the snarling rocks. We must
have mixed our drinks somewhere, my companion and I, for now here was I staring
at the still raindrops, just touching the hardness of the rocks, thinking "what a way
to end a session". So feebly and with more than a little disillusionment, I carried
my board and broken back to my small camp.
"If you see nowhere else, you must see the graveyard" read the tourist booklet
that my only true friend had verbally put in my pocket, and so I, looking up, and
climbing the bluff and the snake paths through the cold, green bush, went to see,
no, to feel the graveyard. It was silent like a movie where I sat amidst the seven
graves, four of which were named. Bearded John Dewar, many times pregnant
Margaret Dewar with her apron on, evil Henry Skelton, and quiet hard working
William Michael Hughes: I gave them all a history that seemed to suit themselves.
It was hard to believe that they shared the rhythm of the waves, the longing bird
calls, the mosquito whine and the far away wind that were so timeless here. It was
8
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miserable to know that here, where man and nature were· at peace, man was dead.
It made me want to join the unspoilt country of the dead. And for a few seconds
in my week away I wasn't jitterbugging on the dance floor but was swaying in
someone· else's arms to the sound of the blues. I gave a laugh, a little laugh that
jumped from branch to branch then missed a branch and fell to the ground. I died
with the laugh. Slowly, slowly I went away and pulled down my camp four days
early, returned my tent and walked to the road where I began hitch-hiking.
And I looked into ten pairs of eyes as they passed me in their cars. I saw smart
people and I saw good people and kind ones who were· just turning the next corner
but I didn't see any wise people and I was looking for them. It made me run, their
stillborn looks. So, in a cluttered mess, a thick wire brush of a person who was me,
passed out along the highway and with my familiar cry, gaaark, disappeared into the
dark with only my wet footsteps sounding in the mud that lay silently on the
edge of the road.
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HAYDN WILLIAMS

Herrick
Herrick the ordinary man's poet
Climbed up the pulpit to give the blessing
But before you could know it
Had seen Julia's white arms resting
On a curved lap and had dreams
Of silk petticoats and cream thighs,
So caught by the profane world's surprise,
Gave way to the tumescent thought
That overthrew the wisdom his religion taught.
But lucky was Herrick in the threatened Church
Crowded with parsons as different as Donne
Herbert and Laud locked in a search
For the faith of old England, one
With Paul and Joseph of Arimathea
Arthur and Merlin, prophet, magus, king and seer.
Dead lucky was Herrick in love with little gods
Dryads and fauns and rose-nippled nymphs,
Autumnal fairy queens bursting fat pods
Seed-spilling, apple-fattening West Country imps
Magicly lowering breeches, girls' skirts raising,
Pagan Nature adoring and praising.
Then back to the Church like a dazed awakener
Singing masses for ploughboy and winking falconer
Calling down Christ on England's altar
Warmed by the Cranmer prayers, the rich-vowelled psalter.
Like Donne his problem to reconcile
Playboy and parson in a single role
Out of the struggle to forge a life-styleWedding of Ovid's metamorphoses
With the Gospels and the Hebrew prophesies,
Loving the poet in Isaiah, the man in Horace,
Shall he fall on his knees before Christ or Eros?
Herrick too rich a fancier to love Greek nudity
Yet hating all that pitch-black roundhead prudity
Settled pruriently for bodice and underwear
And all the lure of hidden gear
Felled by the fetish of garter and lace
Tied to the. plump thigh, or the out-of-place
Girdle, knots carelessly bound
Up, and loose petticoats' rustling sound.
10
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Strange fate for Herrick-"l'homme sensuel"
Christ's pagan, when the blow fell
And Herrick odd worshipper of Julia's garters
Joined the ranks of exiles and martyrs.
When Whitehall's improvised scaffold reddened
With the blood of the King, and the saddened
Crowds sullenly went home in the red rain
Herrick the poet ex-parson in London again
In the underground's eternal ring of brothers
Exiles and refugees, like those others
Losers to the world's successful leaders
Cromwells and Lenins, Lincolns and Caesars.
Herrick the grasshopper lying in cold winter's arms
Thinking back on Devon and Julia's charms
With healths to the exiled King drinking
Half-drugged, in his haunted attic
Forever the poet is thinking
Of the lush autumn, ecstatic
Dreams of all those Western women
And the pagan glory's gradual dimming.
"All tyrants die at last, the devil claims his own!"
A storm took off the brooding soul of Noll, and down
In Devon Church bells' wild elation
Call for the Reverend Herrick's restoration!
White-haired and slightly bowed
The poet parson goes to meet the whooping crowd;
Lifting his wine-red eyes all his JuHas to see
Grown plump and short of breath and matronly,
Gives from the missal in his shaking hand
Benediction to the still pagan land.
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DIANA TAYLOR

Late Afternoon

The liberated ladies sit and nod as each
autumnal leaf slurs past the sun;
passions half-remembered brown
caricatures of round full fruit.
They will not hold the sun, but wrap
their shoulders warm with friendly ghosts.
Softly, gently, each soothing monotone
will sink into the earth more like the fruit
than like a stone.

12
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w.

GREEN

saturday afternoons australia fair
the bars in this country
are like bombshelters
we clutch our glasses
a little tighter,
and pretend not to hear
the grinding noises of traffic,
the darkness drifting nearer ...

here, isolated
from family crises
and the echoing footsteps
of salesmen,
it's easy to dream
of countless glittering backyards
stretched out in the sun,
and afternoons spent sipping beer
on back porches, to the radio's
insistent blare.
the.re's a kind of beauty
in it, we agree among ourselves
in our cool sanctuaries.
then we catch each other's eyes
and turn away.

we hear the cries
of wives and children,
of lovers lying naked in mauve bedrooms.
the air is full of their cries
like seabirds in a storm.
and yet, isolated in our sanctuaries,
our tedium, we hesitate ...
we linger,
each achingly gazing
into an empty bar-room mirror,
each inventing his own furtive mythologies.
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TERRY TREDREA

Paradise

Like a piece of sea wood
I twist slowly around to confront
the splintered stump of my be.ginning and being.
The forest of creation on fire
and I feel as undefined as a spark
in a bushfire.

2

From under the speckled playful shade the horses
stretch across the urgent green,
which is beyond the giggle of chooks;
And though aliens, horses have studied
most the world that we take or leave
for granted.
Across this huge, mysterious, natural way
we erect meanings in wire fences,
sprinkle old engines about wordless hills.
And especially when night tears
open the tattered dusklight and creeps in across the fields,
then overwhelmed, we close to the babble of a little wireless
and studying the newspaper forget the night to its boundless sacredness.
And come morning
we will wrap ourselves again in yesterday's dead linen
and carry ourselves out into a mended dawnlight
into the. exotic death of our gleaming ambulances
destined for some antiseptic paradise on earth.

14
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ROBERT C. BOYCE

Spring Family Picnic
Children
Forbidden to swing before, dinner
Already kick deeply into the afternoon
Determined to invade the sky
Before feasting
Adolescents
Male and female apiece.
More than once invited to eat before the dogs came
Just nibbled, playfully trading crumb for crumb
Later choosing a hill with a view
They slowly proceed to devour each other
(Youth having such energy for death
And quick returns)
Parents
Comfortably esconced in the stalls
Testing leftovers for signs of a later resurrection
Calmly deliver themselves of eulogies to the
returning sun
Just a little perturbed that the tightropes they have
so patiently slung for each other
May not endure the season
Grandparents
Mindful of the energies they must conserve together
To enact a simple gracious death
Are temporarily unnerved by such wanton expenditures
Compromising their own
Sitting in deckchairs in the shade of ancient gums
Stirring freshly minted tea and nodding enthusiastically
to unheard questions
They witness the steady completion of their memories
Unwittingly drawn from the well of their pardonable
indifferences
Grateful that what they began
Must be continued elsewhere
Rubbish in the bins provided
Was duly deposited as requested
Child, adolescent, parent and grandparent all
contributed
From each a song was expected
On the way home
While hearts seemed temporarily attuned to the passing
of the aging blood
Through the timeless vein.
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GRAHAME PITT

canto 4
1.

australia
the promised land
now a wasted land
the milkanhoney land
now a builtonmaney land

2.
if i am ostrich

cized
must split this kulchur forsaken nation
its self raped thighs
bronze imaged fools

if i MUST
i'll go to

india

3.
the maharishi sd
here's the kama sutra
learn it
screwwww
screwwwwwwwwww
till u can screw no more
u'll cum back saying

"is this all"
here's a million bucks
buy the world
u'll cum back again
saying
"IS THIS ALL"
no
it's a carrot.
now
SEEK U SHALL FIND
( 1,000 years later
christ
sd
the.
same)

16
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4.
to u withit creatures (kulchur leaches)
creeping at bookshelves with bulging pants
contorting yr bodies in an animals stance
dressing in kaftans & burning incense
i cannot forgive
ignorance is no excuse
13 year old weeping mother
20 year old bleeding soldier
east is east
& west is west
i think thats how he sd it
east rnay institute
west will prostitute
& if the hat fits
wear it.
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VICKI VIIDIKAS

The Clothesline In the Himalayas

Perhaps the most exciting mountains are the Himalayas, rising to 29,000 feet they
chuckle. and loom mysteriously into deep and turquoise skies. Darjeeling is a hill
station nestled in their shoulders some 7,000 feet up near the borders of Assam,
Tibet and Bhutan; famous for its toy railway which runs from Siliguri perilously
winding up the mountains and through the streets of the town. Kanchenjunga
looms his icy head 27,000 feet into the. clouds, and can be seen from the town
early mornings before the mists come down.
A mixture of Nepalese, Tibetans and Indians people the town. It is a place of
fine private colleges costing 500 rupees a month, where wealthy Indian and British
schoolkids roam the streets dressed in the latest Western gear; and one-roomed
patchwork shacks where poor Tibetan and Nepalese. families maintain themselves
by being tailors, or carrying huge baskets of coal on their backs attached to cords
around their foreheads. It's a place famous for its tea estates where healthy green
bushes throng the mountain sides and disappear into ragged valleys; and its wonderful airy smoking Himalayan grass.
My friend and I were sitting in our hotel room in Darjeeling feeling ratshit.
We'd been sitting there for a month, down to our last $10 till we could get back
to Calcutta and hopefully pick up some more bread. We were cold and stiff in the
knees and sick of eating mo mos that looked like slimy slugs (in fact related to
the Dim Sim family). Bear was making his 90th chillum for the day and hunting
round for some string to make a gooley out of. The only string left was the clothesline. 'Don't smoke the clothesline', I said, feeling sorry for myself. 'There's nothing
else to use', he grunted, undoing one end of the line, cutting and winding a piece
of it artistically into a ball. He then stuck it on the. end of a bent nail (his gooley
nail) and set the ball alight till it was a perfect glowing coal. As he dropped it
into the chillum I smiled-who wouldn't smoke the clothesline when it was such
magnificent grass?
Going out one night we bought some salted orange things that looked like
flakes of kromide. We sat in the movies eating our flakes of kromide. The picture
theatre was in an old stone church, a tatty wrinkled screen had been hung one
end. There was still a feeling of old prayer books and pious knees in the place.
Now it was full of Tibetan Nepalese. kids cracking peanuts and throwing the shells
at each other. There was a sound of clanking whisky bottles and everyone was half
strangled in woollen scarves. After a succession of dreary ads for things nobody
could afford, the movie crackled and skidded onto the screen. It was set in
Bombay and of the Z Grade variety. After half an hour of jumping and popping,
including strands of hair (probably the projectionist's) and a few squashed flies
that had died under the reel, we decided to leave.
18
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We. found a warm cafe where the waiters wiped their hands on the curtains and
carried filthy discloths over their shoulders, and ordered tea and singara. The
menu also carried such delicacies as Prawn Fred and Filter Stake (presumably
prawn fritters and fillet steak). Sitting next to us was an Englishman called Crowby
who had a shaved head and had been in India for some time. He laughed constantly
showing us his big white horse teeth and telling us how you could live in India for
two rupees a day man, if you know what I mean, and how we were paying too
much for our hotel room (five rupees a day) and how to travel on the trains for
free and where to buy the cheapest chillums (eight paise) and generally how to
live on a rock bottom level if you know what I mean. He'd come from Birmingham
or somewhere and couldn't stop laughing and couldn't conceive of why we didn't
want to live THAT cheap if you know what I mean-I think he'd flipped out-all
that dope smoking, sun on his head and concern with economics.
Like that friend of Bear's down the market, a non stop smoker dedicatedly
raising chillums to his forehead with a 'Born bo lay, Shankar', before he started
smoking. A little Nepalese man with red eyes and red teeth (from chewing betel
nut) and a cough like you wouldn't believe, who's been smoking for 29 years and
dedicated each stone to Shiva. He runs a little stall (clocks, shoelaces, kajal, mirrors,
etc.) and conducts business there seven days a week absolutely smashed.
I could have. nothing but respect for this man who smoked 20 maybe 30 chillums
a day and believed absolutely in the magic of gunja-somebody Leary might call a
wizard. He'd spent his whole life in Darjeeling running his tiny stall, content to
make his living expenses each day with no intention of saving it up, ripping
customers off, or acquiring possessions. His future would be the same as his present
and he was happy with that. He'd earned himself some sort of status for being such
an experienced smoker, and had acquired an entourage of young Nepalese boys
who'd run errands for him in return for a chillum. Yet he believed in smoking as
part of his religion, and wouldn't light that chillum until he'd made offerings and
thanks to Shiva. 'Born bo lay', was his passport to everything he knew and had.
Bear and I spent mornings stumbling down mountain sides sloping into the
cheeks of monsters-earth monsters humped and riddled with dried trees' roots,
petrified bushes and the ghosts of Tibetans' bones (the bodies of the dead are
smashed up and their bones thrown in the snow). The air in those mountains is so
dense and mauve like an ocean you can wade into, veil upon mysterious veil. And
the sweet smell of tea bushes floats up from the estates-you can see women picking
the leaf tips and throwing them over their shoulders into baskets tied on their
backs. They move silently down rows of bushes swinging their long black plaits,
ornate gold rings hanging from the centre of their noses.
And just when you think you've walked right away from the last Tibetan hut,
you round a corner in the winding track and see. a crumbling Victorian mansion
hanging crazily on the edge of a cliff, with smoke rising from the chimneys and
huge green deodars thrusting their branches into the mist.
And it was good to feel that close to the sky, to understand why the monastries
should be built among such mountains, with nothing but the Yethi looking down
from his white snow kingdom; to speculate on those Buddhists who can leap
40 feet through that crystal and heady air, and Lord Shiva himself who sat in
the Himalayas and meditated for seven years.
Bear and I would come back silent from those morning walks lugging our mortal
hearts and empty stomachs and collapse in our tiny room. Satisfied. Amazed. And
when the clothesline was smoked Bear started on the string carpet, by the time we
left it was five inches shorter. Our bland faced hotel keeper never knew, but the
mountains in their veiled silence did. Pegs on, pegs off. The line of our lives.
WESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1973
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BEV HOLT

Autumn
Of old gables
and stables
and bridles,
to windswept tracks and pines.
To rusted gold pans and
copper creeks
trickling by red rock.
Through the timber gates
I laugh and swirl
and roam
on the broken roads!

20
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PETER MURPHY

House

Purple flowers and pink and white
lap and waver like. cool waves over the lawn
stark as the mirror and shimmering
of morning dew against the dawn

So effortlessly they catch the light
that you think they're happy there inside
within those silent walls where he
is too old to drive and she can scarcely walk
and even the cracks in their letter-box paint
and the strange splash of dust and light across the glass
do not question their happiness in there
when there is such a violet tranquillity
in that sea of pink and white
and blue along the lawn outside.
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JUDITH FORRESTER

Emmaus

"and the night in which he died was so-an anxious
summer eve. Our doors were open. The sounds passing
through them were familiar: a motor on the drive, voices
in the livingroom, clink of lemonade glasses. A mother
called her son; a screen door slammed. It seems a subtle
plot. A kiss on the cheek ..."
Simon watched his mother framed by flickering candles and night-blackened windows; watched her mouth moving around its story; heard the words of the story
moving around the diningroom over their finished meal . . .
Simon says: (Is it I, Lord) "Rachel would kill herself on the most perfect day."
"Yes, I would. Some, days are so perfect they dissolve the physical, separate its
elements. You are more basic than matter, soaking up the essence of sunshine and
air. You are already dead, thinking you are so much living." (Is it I, Lord?)
"We were in the livingroom-all together after so many
years-then someone changed reels: got the wrong film.
We didn't know he'd left us, and he'd left us for ever."
FOREVER. Not having lived half their lives, they couldn't be sure.
Quietly breathing.
She remembered his breathing
"I remember his breathing, coming from the bathroom.
The breathing that made us think it wasn't final. He was
still breathing ... Mother standing white-faced, whiter
than her apron, open for the pain to enter and leave.
She couldn't believe
We wouldn't believe"
They tried to believe
Simon says: "Two days before Peter hung himself in the shed behind the garage
(where his mother was to find him two days later) I saw him on the road from
town and stopped and opened the door. We rode without speaking because we had
never spoken. I let him out somewhere closer to our home than his ..."
Rachel: "In an old restaurant in Baltimore I heard a young man tell his story.
A short story the way he told it. An answer, not a question: Walking across a
22
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wasteland, climbing the highest mountain stabbed into the. heavens, he led his
brother to look out over all of Africa, to share the earliest dawn on the continent;
and in the evening, at the bottom where they had begun, at the edge of the wasteland, a voice from the mountain they had conquered whispered out of the darkness. The gods were calling for small sacrifice. and his brother lay down, sending
his soul back up narrow paths and stony slope. The soul, grown one with majesty,
cannot return to the lower region. They carried his body on a stretcher ..."
". . . through the hallway. Faces staring from the livingroom over lemonade. glasses that hands had forgotten to
release. And the silence: house lights coming on in the
middle of a show."
A clock in the upstairs corridor called an hour to the bedrooms. There was no
answer to time.
"The funeral held no promises. The grave does not digest
a suicide. Heavy clouds passed a shadow over the church
door. The priest would hope-nothing more. For the veils
quivering in the front pew there was hardly hope, only
absence."
The absence of food from a silver plate. The absence of people from a thousand
rooms. The absence of certainty . . .
"But for those who doubt there is sometimes proof. As
the service closed, the clouds opened, and sunshine like.
celestial blood poured through the stained glass windows."
"The most perfect day . . ."
"That was not all. I do not believe that was the only
sign, for some do not believe in sunshine. In the deepest
night one night, in the deepest recess of my sleep, a
telephone began to ring. It rang and rang until I was
awake. I answered it to hear his voice at the other end.
He said, 'I want you to know I'm all right'." (I want you
to know I'm all right.)
I want them to know I'm all right.
Several miles away a priest was closing his office, stepping through heavy doors,
feeling the November night flexed around the churchyard.
"Who's all right?" Simon wondered, playing with the smoothness of a silver cup.
"Is this thread really any comfort?"
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GRAHAM ROWLANDS

Drama
Only dolls move and mime on stage
until framed into life by an audience;
the world that flickers through newsreel
is rimmed by a polish of veneer
Lives of history cannot dislodge from ice
creaking in stress of theory.
Saints and martyrs do not unlink
the pattern of diagonals
set from wall to blading mountain wall.
No icepick to any glacier
sets heroes and murderers free
to murder anyone they choose.
I preserve my father's view
through the window of his car that night
when he, actor and dramatist,
showed me what I had been too close to see:
father and mother move· to each other,
recoil, faces explode in zig-zag seam of light
shuddered between them, erratic.
Dramatic, they came to life.
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DOROTHY HEWETT

Darby and Joan
If we'd grown old together
Our hatreds honed to bone,
We'd have shared a poisoned afghan robe.
God bless our hearth and home.
If we'd grown old together,
the arsenic you always thought was in your porridge,
would I have dropped it in?
On either side of the hearth
would we have rocked into oblivion,
savouring the cyanide pellet in the Robur tea,
the hemlock floating in the clear soup from Meals on Wheels?
The unlit gas full on
the loaded gun triggered from the broom cupboard,
straight between your eyes;
the thick blue air
stuffed with Sunday "Suns" under the doors and window sills,
while you took 40 winks.
All those games of hide-and-seek in draughty rooms,
giddy with hate, to fall one day
in the empty hall, and stink like carrion.
Would you have. gone on playing clown to my straight man,
bony on the congoleum,
accusing me of kinky infidelities
with old great-uncles building rat's nest cubbies in our yard?
Or perhaps they'd put us side by side in curly
wicker chairs, unravelling on some secluded verandah
in Eventide,
scorpions in a sunny bottle,
to sting ourselves to death,
And then the predestined end;
stone-throwing boys break the glass dome
furred with waxy flowers:
"Beloved wife and husband."
I take our grandchild up,
feeling the, generations tug my arms,
trace your features and your linaments
through twelve years separation.
Low to high fortune, that's a comedy.
GOD BLESS OUR HEARTH AND HOME.
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HAL COLEBATCH

Remembering Perth

What are you after, then?
Summe.r nights with birdnoises in a saltmarsh?
Deplorable ash-trays,
and old stamp-albums? The normal
things of any home?
Boats moored to jetties
where barnacles are still
permitted to grow.
Houses with fences, sand
and a blank compass.
Vegemite sandwiches
on the edge of the desert?
A fat girl who sleeps
in a pull-over and leaves
her window open?
Sunday streets.
There are cats in neighbours' flowerbeds.
Most families
still
have a rifle in the cupboard.
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VICKI VIIDIKAS

Seen and Re-Seen

A fine lace of rain is veiling the light as I come to these shores, empty and tongueless; a generation of angels and stone archways awaits, empty reading rooms where
the knock of enormous losses fills the walls. When every thing has been seen and
re-seen through the. portals of the heart; when a diver encased in structures steps
off into fathoms to find the ruins of previous voyages.
Silent party faces are laughing on every corner, mirrors tilt inwards to trample
their reflections, the lost relatives of other lives. Even the beer garden is filled with
ghosts. One moment is all the past simultaneously become the future. Bored?
Furious? And why not, when mockery and deception fills every glove. When
poems with sensitive wings beat their chests at prize fight readings. Make a career
of it? Make a life of it? $6 for a poem, £10 for a story. The poets are in the basements packing car parts or typing invoices. They are sitting in ancient cafes eating
bangers and mash with sauce. Like everyone else? Starving, trudging, pushing themselves on ... the future, the future.
Our pasts are our dirty underwear; fill you up, bring you down, get it while
you can. Spinning crazily into clockwork gestures. Can you meditate and cleanse
your spirit, be fashionable and patch your jeans, how long subsist on brown rice
when a six lane highway is outside your door? Nearing thirty the crowsfeet show.
A better society for all? The politicians are getting fat, and no one can tell the
women how to procreate and not be slaves. We· must all be slaves working, seen
and 're-seen, resolving to enter life, resolving to push back death, cover the losses
with transient joys. Keeping our hands on the neck of survival, keeping our eyes
skinned for painless paths.
It makes sense to be bored then, to wade the portals of libraries to find them
littered with corpses and lies; to find the flaws as eternal wounds. Give up one's life
to a great cause in search of truth? When we will not be saved from the machines
and wars. Will not be full handed when absolution comes. What then can I give
without despair and personal need? A photo frozen in joy? A poem embedded in
loss? Words like swordfish through the rain, seen and re-seen, a kind of essential
salvage.
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VICKI VIIDIKAS

Sunday Morning

Thin tall sunlight fingers a stranger's face, his hair is a curtain falling around his
globe. It is a strange new day as the sky absorbs music, typewriter morse code, the
shells of shoes; a thousand possibilities all too distant to be real.
Who am I kneeling in this man's room with fires burning round open ears?
Am I a candle's wick or a mad cork riding a tide of uneven grubby words?
All weekend the poets have gathered like bees to lick each other's wounds, stroke
their positions of power. All weekend the tongues lifted in mirrors-an art of maladjustment fencing in tunnels of words.
Today the voices have been swallowed by last night's party, sunlight reflects
tired light bulbs nude as tulips, strands of hair not my own, a red river in the white
of an eye.
I am facing the stranger who is mysterious and gentle, a cave of many pictures,
typewriter ribbon instead of veins. Yet yesterday I heard poems snared in nets of
HOW to dance, and WHY to dance ... they did not enter the cave ...
A poet fixed his cold eye on those who left his reading. The. poet had tomahawk
in eye-he would chop down all those who would not listen-he was famous and
sick with rhetoric.
Could I touch his words and bind myself to his truths? No, I went to the stranger
seeking to lose myself in his hair. I had to taste the sunlight before it left the rooftops, had to hear some music to give the day edges.
Who am I kneeling inside these reactions? I have only these lines to dress a
jungle of needs . . .
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ANNE ELDER

The Soap-Stone Doves

They had just flown
arrogantly into a shop and come
to alight, dubiously antique,
demanding to be bought
as a pair, at once.
And be watched
for a movement of chance
significance.
Next day I saw them replaced
by cousins (so do antiques proliferate)
but these had not flown since the Flood.
They were there
to brood and be handled
well in soap-stone, round
shouldered wings smooth to the palm,
the small heads downcast
in contemplation of no alarm.
They were couched
in the soft dust. I knew them at once
wanting to be exchanged for the first
fleeting significance.
It only re.mains
to scrape away phony red paint
from the moulded eyes
to surprise their genuine thought
in disturbed slumber.
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GARY LANGFORD

From Bushido
PART FIVE

THE TARTAR
2

I am the warrior of wind & ice
my sabre is my mother's bones
but once away I will ride for days
staring into the distance
& speaking to nobody
When dawn scales the crags
I sit by myself
ignoring the sky
because it was more immense
than death
I am the warrior of the horse
Even my own people fear me
riding as I do in a different world
travelling a journey by rocks
& trees they are unable
to visualize
At the crucial moment I become
blank & whole in purity
We ride west across the roof
of the world
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PART THREE

THE VIKING
4

I am awake & asleep
& near death
I move slowly
& dreams bring tears
the albatross is lovely
a shiver
remembering
times boats islands
& the hunger
at night the wind disturbs
I see it
dusk/dawn
the northern stars
trees & wings
folding back
the air scissors
&

I

move
in
velvet darkness
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DIANA TAYLOR

I Remember Once

Oven-hard, ice-brittle,
each poet echoes back to palm
or pepperina, fern frond or rose,
as though we too could walk their routes
of red-brick, muddy, maBee-dry
infancy.
Children camera-caught
grow fossil crisp.
Here are memories
held, like soap-sud colours in the sun
unvocalised.
Only I
can puff them, thinly, into day.
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KARL KROLOW

Buried Time. Winter
Buried time.
Winter falls
as dead blackbirds
from the nut tree.
In the lockets
the deceased are freezing
from love grown cold.
The contagious sorrow
when lips become a mouth
which whispers:
so white, so far.

(translated by David Neal Miller)
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GRAHAME PITT

lest we forget

6 a.m.
sleet drappes from trees
mist hangs in deserted streets
he
unshaven
staggers again
into the valley of death
places
hand to his face
(don't shoot till u c the whites of their eyes)
& thinks of
razor blades
bridges
overdoses
falls to the sleet
tries to forget
but
.
onwara
christian soldiers.
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DOROTHY HEWETT

Zoo-Keeper

Stalking your zoo at night,
toucans rip the air, the padding bears & predators,
caged by the swollen water, rock down there,
under the limestone cliffs.
Your temple & your refuge,
the animals of thought growl in .the sunlight,
but at night, a shriek, a claw,
twin suffering eyes.
In the nocturnal house,
day's night, night's day,
the instincts turn awry
in that old mockery of the self.
You make your rounds
checking the tallies,
bolts, bars, cries & exile;
warden of that sad suburban beast
that slumbers in the day.
The light flows from the lamp,
the tide laps, fouled with old suicides,
you raise your head, the ape-shaped ribcage
outlined on the sky, & smell yourself,
& turn back into the house.
Your wife stares at a flickering screen,
your dwarf child gambolls there
against the light,
claiming your arms.
Peacocks flirt coloured tails,
drawing their mocking patterns in the dust,
cicadas buzz like teeth-drills
in the palms.
The cage clangs shut.
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ROBERT C. BOYCE

Postscript

seemed to understand
the letters she so lovingly addressed
to posterity
might somehow
never reach
their destination
mindful of postmen
unavoidably deflected
occasionally
by savage weather
and stray dogs
if this message is delivered
you might tell her the world's the same
as it had always intended to be
without her.
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GRACE PERRY

Canary

I

Divorced from the warm islands of origin
the Canary creates his world
to sing and not to search for food
to sing and not grow faint for freedom
the cage defends him in a little space.
dependent upon the human gesture
fresh seed
china shell of water
occasional cuttle. fish
isolating wire admits ambience and air
he thrives on the illusion of openness
safety from the elements
the unseen hunter
daylong the aerial ballet swing to bar
to swing again
as if there were still
some corner undiscovered
II

I share the twin instincts

nest and sky
cave or road

free to choose
stillness space constant wall and shelter
or endless movement taking refuge in time
the, great migrations
towards the white-columned-sunlight
harbour rarely reached
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JOHN JENKINS

A lone truck driver takes a short cut through a
city park. And stops to buy a yeast bun from
the kiosk, near an ornamental fountain. Leaves
quietly fall onto the tray of his truck.
Ten years pass.
The park is under a mountain of leaves.
A sea of leaves
A storm of leaves
leaves drift like fish among the
trees
falling like thin snowflakes of green
and orange
and yellow
over some cold glowing equator
until we reach the last morning of the
last day in a chill drenching fall of light
as each leaf turns into millions of separate
little dewdrops which falter in the weak
sun, blink out, evaporating.
The truck driver returns with his yeast bun
and drives away.
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GRAHAME PITT

after reading the kama sutra
iran in2 the nite
frothing atthe mouth
but only found
1,000 dead stallions
& lady godiva

bellowing
"but what ofthe future"
upon hearing this
thoughts of eternal bliss
fell ina heap
so i burnt the bk
&

pulld
myself 2geather
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JILL HELLYER

To My Grandson

Plucked back in his first hour
to sterile anteroom,
he lies, a naked id,
sealed in a second womb,
glass-boxed, controlled and watched,
his breath too tentative
for any yet to dare
be sure. Evocative,
the mouth sucks at a fleeting
dream, fingers become
furled spider-flowers, the formless
heels that have kicked and swum
rest now, spiked by a tube.
The other babies lie
beyond him in the room:
I do not hear their cry.
His body, sparked by forebears
once scattered, and now culled,
his breath that still surprises,
is their blood's synthesis:
my blood, my grandchild this.
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STEFANIE BENNETT

That Woman

Woman, that mother, mine. I visit
because of sentiment never revealed:
She'd have none of that.
She'd say, trust, awakening, blood,
with full-lipped veracity I can hope to conquer.
We laugh at our look-alike; spend
no rash words on remembrances.
She wants to know only if i'm
happy or sad, & if there's sad,
reason is demanded; how dare I
accommodate the easiness defeat?
I lie, often, on such visits-but she
is not fooled, turns my protection
into virtue, has me believing
lying is of assistance, self-healing.
That woman, mother, mine, does not
appear to age though the body
frails & voice sometimes falters.
The hands, too, questionable, lined-tough
-& that is caused by guidance. Have I
leaned too much? We must have honesty.
That woman
& I are. look-alikes. She says, more; much.
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GARY LANGFORD

Woman of the Flowers

In the world of our daily death
one woman carries fragments of snow
and flowers off the mountain.
The, trees are crisp together.
In the square birds catch scraps
and scramble between feet,
statues shroud shadow
and faces are whipped by wind.
She sells her bunches to lovers
and shuffles along when the police
appear; she tells the spirit
of people by their fingers.
In her room she has the fields
and her bed is by a stream
where she can lean over and dream
of princes of the river.
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DIANA KAN

Excavations for the Extension

Monday the plum went breaking the sleep of cicadas not due till '78
Tuesday the lemon we will weep for the blossom
pitted rough skin for grating & smooth hands
earthworms tremble beneath the spades of the workmen
roots crack heave fall silent
to long discarded days of slow re-burial
Wednesday clay hands clay feet of the plumbers we are told are the
worst below the graves the cracked skeletons of dead pipes emerge
the garden stacked like a potter's room with new terra-cotta & iron
Thursday's sun stings the flesh of the apprentice in the sawn off
jeans 'the stones' roll out new sounds from the radio
under the remaining eaves birds pant the tunes of heat
Friday the long summer drought breaks knee-deep in the trenches
seepage must occur & does little harm they inform us
Saturday circled by porcelain timber brick
the ginkgo waves now & then from the long grass
perhaps Sunday is the day I will begin to forget the lemon & plum
& that out of the rubble will grow other towers to our dreams
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GRACE PERRY

Leaving the house
What if the walls collapsed like playing cards
mahogany
enamel panels
and the wind whisked them away?
The black birdsleg supports
were not designed to hold up centuries.
Eaves licked skytongue blue
could be devoured entirely
and windows that have confronted
water so many years
slide down the dune
one high tide
slip under the froth
regroup upon the calm far out.
It would not be difficult for the fence to fall;
it leans already.
Both sides grass stretches, grows impatient.
I am afraid each time I go away
climbing the road out of the valley
afraid to look back from the cliffbend.
Perhaps by next time it will have happened
as if we had never been
the land restored-a sandhill between pine trees
banksia skeletons red hibiscus white oleander
knotted irrevocably as lovers on the. west slope
and to the east the fringe of marram grass
the sand curving under the sea.
I am afraid each time I nudge the last hill
turn the high cornerthere is no doubt.
The car rolls down black road
sunlight fires the faces of all the windows
the eaves are on straight
the roof precise
any defects are less obvious up close
I was sure the paint was peeling
the stain was dry.
The road ends here,like love
arrival is a little miracleonce more the walls accept me.
I am home.
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ANNE ELDER

Suburban Storm

Everyone home today, the Spring giving
ease and good temper. All pleasantly done
-the car washing, the slick mower, suburban living
sweet and sufficient with lunch in the sun.
The warm hand of the hour extended
suddenly goes slack, the garden dumb.
Blue shutter-winks and a weird passion
of rose-Dh is the Doom come?
Myself inept, the window undefended!
All is unhinged, the milk gone sour
(Is it snigger of Puck in the lit tree?)
Static pricks the pomp of Symphony Hour
through afternoon of fauns. Who let them in,
the hoofed, the ankle-wing? The day goes under
to anger of gods, and far over Dandenong
Olympus declaims in a green thunder.
At eve, with the rain's temper spent,
a new star bangle goes up for Diana.
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GRACE PERRY

Pipe dream

Walls flow together
the lamp in the locked room
dwindles at the centre of the world
there was the real
I have been too long
too late
too far towards nowhere
it is over
I weep that I survived
tossing beside the one who lies with me
sealed in a tomb of sleep upon the bed
she and I
we have an understanding
all night I taste
the blue smoke in the head
outside the. window trees and road
have surface and substance
the house no doubt is strong enough
has sharp edges
lately it is more difficult
to find the small room
below the stairs
there is screaming when I can't get in
then slowly they come·
my pale unsmiling friends
the lamp is lit
needles knit toffee
the pellet rammed
into the brownrimmed hole
stained fingers tremble the bamboo stem
the cool volcano hardening
above the flame
the cup invites invasion
the woman opening to me
the warmth
the first pipe wreathed in visions
each breath a revelation
almost prayer
my world
if there is a world
to be among friends
drowsing in a quiet room
time as in dream drawn thin
place where we are
concentrated there
the second pipe ballooning
I diminish
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through arms and legs
shoot trailers of soft vine
my body

a summer field of mistblue blossom
buds uncurling fingers in the mind
she holds me
branch and trunk
silencing spiralling tongues of fire
singed leaves crinkle
sift earthward
through face and eyes
old roots shake. snow along the blood
cliffs rumble closer blue petals surge and break
on headstones
huddled underneath the spire
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SHIRLEY P. WALKER

A Note on Sense-Perception in the
Poetry of Judith Wright

The study of a number of Judith Wright's poems dealing with perception reveals a
changing attitude towards the significance of sense-data. This is highly relevant
to the poet's craft and her philosophical development.
In one of her earliest poems, "Sonnet", sense-perception is seen as an incessant
process, the "laborious focus" of eyes and brain which accumulates material for
later meditation. "The Maker" has particular relevance to the poet's art. This lyric
deals with the poet's unique power to synthesise sense.-data into song. In "GumTrees Stripping", on the other hand, sense-perception is but one part of a two-way
process. Wisdom constitutes a simultaneous awareness of visual data and its underlying significance. The poem itself is a fine example of this totality of apprehension.
"Vision" is seen as the culmination of a trend away from the revelation of truth
through sense-perception. In this poem the visible world is rejected outright as a
distorted mask of a "real" world, veiled by human imperfection. This marks a progressive move towards a Platonic view of reality. Each view of the function of
perception is seen to be relevant to the. poet's art and development.
In the first poem, "Sonnet", sense-data is seen as the raw material for meditation,
and perhaps for poetry. Wisdom, "the word that ... shall compass more than
speech", is attained in a visionary state when the "long commentary of the brain"
upon the fluid continuum of sensory perception is silenced. As evening overtakes
the earth there is a momentary stilling of complicated life and movement, thus
providing an ideal condition for this synthesis:
Evening and earth are one,
and bird and tree are simple and stand still.
The quiet movement of the poem mirrors the simultaneous shift from evening to
nightfall, and from outer to inner perception. There is a calm and assured balancing
of light and shadow; sense-perception and thought. This fine balance is reinforced
by a sense of precarious achievement-the "fragile heart" and "perilous self won
hardly out of clay" are the instruments which are to transmute the golden harvest
of sense-impression into wisdom. The poem gives a sense of ripeness and repletion
which is focused in the harvest imagery and reinforced by the texture of the verse.
Nevertheless the poem is flawed by vagueness and a lack of differentiation between
the functions of the sense-organ (eye), the interpreting faculty (brain), the heart
and self. The "dream" of the last line is also insufficiently defined. The poem,
however, is notable for its Wordsworthian tenor and attitude. Nature is seen as a
fertile field of sense-data which is stored up for the meditative imagination to
reflect upon in tranquillity, and "Sonnet" is chiefly interesting as a record of this
process of absorption.
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"The Maker", published three years later, establishes a powerful link between
sensory perception and poetry. The poet is the intermediary; her sense is the
"crystal" in which all empirical data is synthesised and transmuted into song:
All things that glow and move,
all things that change and pass,
I gather their delight
as in a burning-glass;
all things I focus in
the crystal of my sense.
I give them breath and life
and set them free in the dance.
The creative process is symbolised by the fierce energy of fire and its transforming
power. The poet's vision is burned clear by love, and she, ~'like a burning glass"
directs sense-data into a fiery focus which transmutes it into poetry. The poem
surpasses "Sonnet" in the. vividness and energy of its symbolism, and the manner
in which it enacts its own meaning. As it speaks of the process, it is at work transforming experience into poetry.
"Gum-Trees Stripping" represents an advance in the poet's attitude towards
perception. Once again the poem's freshness and immediacy arise from direct
experience. A simple natural phenomenon, the seasonal stripping down of the gumtrees' bark, is used to exemplify a right response to the world of sense. Scientific
rationalisation of natural process is first rejected:
Say the need's born within the tree,
and waits a trigger set for light;
say sap is tidal like the sea,
and rises with the solstice-heatThis is speculative, and denies the miraculous which science is powerless to
explain. Intellectual comparisons which project the. superficialities of human behaviour onto nature are next rejected:
Words are not meanings for a tree.
So it is truer not to say,
"These rags look like humility,
or this year's wreck of last year's love,
or wounds ripped by the summer's claw."
These surface similes constitute a humanisation rather than a spiritualisation of
nature. They are a misuse of man's unique comparative ability; and a misuse of
language. True wisdom, the. apprehension of the totality of the event, is achieved
by the simultaneous fusion of sense perception and a deep intuitive sense of significance which is beyond the strained use of simile. The poem is its own best example,
and what it has to say about perception is enacted in the metaphors with which the
poet both describes the gum-tree, and implies other planes of significance:
but wisdom shells the words away
to watch this fountain slowed in air
where sun joins earth-to watch the place
at which these silent rituals are.
Wisdom can see the red, the rose,
the stained and sculptured curve of grey,
the charcoal scars of fire, and see
around that living tower of tree
the hermit tatters of old bark
split down and strip to end the season:
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These metaphors are subsurface and completely integrated within the description.
They do not work by intellectual comparison, but by a deep awareness of the multidimensional significance of experience. The tree is first of all seen as a Ufountain
slowed in air / where sun joins earth", thus emphasising the unity of all elements
in a composition which is almost a stylised art-form, while "sculptured" carries an
unobtrusive sense of the master-hand at work. Meanwhile the fundamental correspondence between natural process and religious ritual is established. The gumtrees enact a silent ritual; the "hermit tatters of old bark" suggest a necessary
solitude and withdrawal from the world; while "charcoal scars of fire" imply the
suffering demanded by natural process. Meanwhile "living tower" defines the
grandeur and magnificence of natural growth which, it is implied, is superior to
human architecture. Thus the poem operates on two levels--concrete particularity
apprehended by the senses, and an intuitive sense of significance. Both levels are
completely integrated.
This integration is not necessarily effortless. In "Nameless Flower", the poet
defines the. illusory nature of sense experience:
Word and word are chosen and met.
Flower, come in.
But before the trap is set,
The prey is gone.
In "For Precision", she speaks of the difficulty of synthesising sensory experience
and significance. She prays for the strength and certainty of the natural world.
Only when she can be "sure and economical as the rayed / suns, stars, flowers,
wheels" can she speak with a "pure voice" that "joins all, gives all a meaning,
makes all whole". The interaction between the phenomenal world and the poet's
consciousness is defined in "Interplay":
What is within becomes what is around.
This angel morning on the world-wide sea
is seared with light that's mine and comes from me,
and I am mirror to its blaze and sound,
as lovers double in their interchange.
The subconscious, too, is involved in this interaction, and the resulting poem can
transcend both its maker and the sense experience from which it was woven. In
"Five Senses" she sees:
all sounds and silences,
all shape and colour
as thread for that weaver,
whose web within me growing
follows beyond my knowing
some pattern sprung from nothinga rhythm that dances
and is not mine.
The phenomenal world is a constant point of reference in Judith Wright's poetry.
Poems such as "The Conch Shell", "The Cycads", "Phaius Orchid" and "Wildflower Plain" take natural sense-data as their starting point, then proceed to an
abstraction of truth. Her poetry is the record of a continuous search for this underlying truth, which becomes more and more separated from the actuality of senseperception. In "The Forest" she, states:
My search is further.
There's still to name and know
beyond the flowers I gather
the one that does not witherthe truth from which they grow.
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There is a tendency, too, to abandon concrete particularity in favour of symbols
such as lion, pool, star and wolf, which are abstracted from nature and invested
with a supernatural significance. In much of Judith Wright's later poetry, she
wholly rejects the sensible world for the world of ideas or vision. This is both
an ingoing and an outgoing process. The mind rejects sense-data as a source of
significance, but projects its personal, almost idiosyncratic vision outward upon the
world of being. The poem "Vision" crystallises this tendency. In this poem there is
a total rejection of the objects of sense-perception. These are seen as a distortion
of reality. Behind this distortion lies the ideal, and true vision is the flame-like force
which will reveal it:
He who once saw that world beyond the world,
so that each tree and building, stone and face
cracked open like a mask before a flame
and showed the tree, the stone, the face behind itwalked forever with that beatification.
True vision, an awareness of the interpenetration of the human and the divine,
is a universal birthright, "what the human eye was me·ant to see", yet is veiled by
human failing ("pride, greed and ignorance"). False intellect is once again rejected.
The tool of pride, it stands in the way of visionary perception. He who has a true·
vision of reality views humanity with the compassionate knowledge that all men
have meaning in relation to the world of eternal values:
So he was sad for victim and oppressor,
for crying child and brute with the slack mouth,
for schemer, clod and safe respectable man
and all who had not seen what he had seen.
The poem is notable for its total rejection of the shifting and impermanent world
of sense-perception; for its awareness of a "second" world where men stand up
"real behind the masks of hatred". The. man of vision, the surrogate for the poet,
has the vital myth-making faculty. Good and evil are projected onto mythological
abstractions and men are "the instruments in some high battle / where God incomprehensibly warred on God". The higher reality is indefinite at this stage, but in
other later poems, the poet's vision becomes more explicitly Platonic. In ~'To
Hafiz of Shiraz", she combines her earlier delight in the natural world of sense·perception with a full recognition of the world of Platonic idealism which lies
beyond it:
Now that I know that each star has its path, each bird
is finally feathered and grown in the unbroken shell,
each tree in the seed, each song in the life laid downis the night sky any less strange; should my glance less
follow the flight;
should the pen shake less in my hand?
No, more and more like a birth looks the scheduled
rising of Venus
the turn of a wing in the wind more startles my blood.
Every path and life leads one way only,
out of continual miracle, through creation's fable,
over and over repeated but never yet understood,
as every word leads back to the blinding original Word.
This integration of the world of sense-data and the world of vision marks the
culmination of Judith Wright's treatment of perception.
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VERONICA BRADY

The Eye of the Storm

In an article, "The Prodigal Son"l Patrick White gave his only account to date of
himself as a writer. In it, his decision to return from England to Australia is clearly
of central importance, though not for reasons of patriotic feeling. On the contrary,
ever since his return, White has lived in a state of contestation with the common
assumptions and values of our culture. But what he finds in Australia is what he
feels unable to find anywhere else, the land itself, the "country of the bones"2
which represents the "silence, simplicity and humility" which he believes to be the
only desirable state for the artist as well as for the man.3 All his life in one novel
after another he has worked to realise and give expression to this state. Now at
last in The Eye of the Storm, the novel whose publication coincides with his acceptance of the Nobel Prize for literature, he, has achieved this goal, spoken a definitive
word about life and death and about the "silence, simplicity and humility" that can
be achieved in the face of death.
In many ways this novel represents a point of culmination. Nearly all the
characters we have come to expect from him make their appearance here. There
is the woman who cares for the old, for animals and for all those who are helpless
and needy, Mitty Jacka who attempts to rescue Sir Basil Hunter, Elizabeth Hunter's
son, the hollow man of artifice whose life is a tissue of insincerities and lies and
whose main concern is to escape from the truth of himself. There is the single
woman, the illuminated one, Mary de Santis, Mrs Hunter's night nurse-night for
White is the time of the elect, the time when mysteries are made manifest (335).4
There is the woman whose life is a dessicated failure of love, Dorothy, Elizabeth
Hunter's daughter whose marriage to a French aristocrat has left her with nothing
but a title, Princess de Lascabanes with which she acts out her part in the charade
of society, the cold point of herself always untouched. Basil, the son, is familiar
too, a reworking at a more complex and compassionate level of the destructiveness
implicit in characters like Mrs Jolley and Mrs Flack in Riders in the Chariot.
Finally, Lotte Lippmann, the German Jewish cook whose vaudeville song and dance
act is the prelude to Mrs Hunter's triumphant death represents the sad clown,
epitome of the true wisdom of foolishness. But in this novel White seems at last to
have understood fully the human implications of these characters. He has gathered
them up in a synthesis which offers an insight into the nature of human existence
1
2
3
4
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quite overwhelming in its combination of visionary power and of a flexibility, range
and expressiveness of language.
Not that the novel's import is immediately accessible. As usual, though perhaps
less than usual, what is centrally significant in most novels tends to be peripheral
to The Eye of the Storm. Characterisation, for example, is flat and stylised. It is
very difficult to see Basil or Dorothy or the attendant nurses, for example, as
convincing portraits of actual people. Obviously, each represents a type of human
possibility, some for good, some for evil. Yet even then these types, translated into
terms of actual behaviour and attitude, are ambiguous in their effect. What, for
instance is to be said of Mary de Santis, supposedly a centre of value, who professes a concern for humanity but seems to have trouble relating to other people?
"She almost had not known another man excepting doctors, whom she externalised
as colleagues, and patients; the human beings to whom she dedicated herself. But
never men." (342) In actuality, such an attitude would make her a dangerous kind
of ideologue, dispassionate and calculating, one who used others to confirm her
own sense of things. Take, for example, the description of her with Mrs Hunter.
"She sat back ... to await the motion of a patient's bowels. She had her work,
which was her faith. Whatever images might distract, seduce, even spiritually
strengthen her in the course of this life, her formal faith would remain as plain as
a bed pan. Nobody could destroy her.
Yes, she had her faith her work" (463).
Yet this apparent fanatic is given the last word in the novel as in the final scene
she performs a kind of ritual of thanksgiving and blessing moving among the roses,
pouring out seeds for the birds, which are wheeling, 4'clashing, curving, descending
and ascending" above her as she seeks to escape, lest she be quite overwhelmed by
it, "from this prism of dew and light, this tumult of wings and her own unmanageable joy"(608). Similarly, both Sister Manhood and Sister Badgery, Mrs Hunter's
other two nurses, seem to be manipulated to suit White's intentions. Sister Badgery
is the epitome of the grimly unyielding Non-Conformist conscience that in White's
novels figures as the enemy of all spontaneous life. As for Sister Manhood, she is
the polar opposite to Sister de Santis, the embodiment of evil as Mary de Santis is
of good.
Yet looked at more closely the dialectic between these two figures releases anew,
more humane, understanding. For Sister Manhood also lives by an ideology, the
religion of a hollow, materially-oriented culture. Vulgar and ignorant, she is
terrified of pain and of everything she cannot control for her own pleasure. "I'm
for progress", she boasts. But what she. actually craves is oblivion; to "run away,
never set eyes on this house [where Elizabeth Hunter is setting the claims of death
before her], never see· Col [her boyfriend], Snow [her cousin, a Lesbian, to whom
she is attracted], or anyone, run till she arrived at some long empty beach, and still
running, by now miraculously out of her clothes, fall into the shallow foam, the
bubbles fizzing and filling wherever was entry, wherever she was physically bruised
or mentally troubled" (86). As a real human being, of course, she would have
full rights to our compassion, understanding and forgiveness. But we do violence
to the novel, I think, to regard her or any other character except Elizabeth Hunter
apart from the structure as a whole. By definition, each of these characters is
incomplete and needs to be complemented by the, other. Set against this ideology
of Sister Manhood, Sister de Santis justifies rather than undermines human value.
If we must live by programmes, White seems to be saying, then choose Mary de
Santis', not Flora Manhood's. So her faith in her work and ignorance of people are
relative. Florrie Manhood lives a far more "sociable" life than she, but knows
nothing of the mystery of persons whereas she serves this mystery, is absorbed into
it in her concern for the one or two people she has lived for-her father, Colonel
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Askew, her former patient, and now Elizabeth Hunter. In this sense in these two
women White is playing off the quantitative as against the qualitative mode of
value.
Evidently, though, as we have said, this kind of stylisation renders The Eye of
the Storm, like all White's works, unusual, if not suspect, as a novel. Consequently
it becomes a matter of some urgency to attempt to clarify the nature of White's
success here and to identify the kind of creation this novel represents. This needs
to be done, not just for reasons of pedantry, but because on the face of it White's
approach may seem to be part of a current trend towards formalism-a trend
evident in connection with the structuralism of an anthropologist like Levi-Strauss
or of linguists like Chomsky which seems to make for the destruction of man or,
to be more precise, as man as a subject who makes himself in history and speaks
words which bear general meaning.5 In The Eye of the Storm there occurs a structuring and destructuring of "reality" which may seem at first to reduce the power of
the human will by giving images and the predetermined patterns of myth as much,
if not more influence than people. At the same time these people both do and do
not correspond to what we can accept as real since they exist in a world we can
recognise yet at the same time point away from it to some state which, to use a
favourite saying of White's, "We do not know yet know. Where and when does
not matter."6 So you wonder whether or not White is a practitioner of that science
of imaginary relations which Alfred larry wanted to initiate. Few would deny the
compelling power of the fictions White sets up in this novel. But the question for
criticism, I think, turns on the status of these fictions: does White exalt what are
merely imaginary relations, creating what is in effect an escape from the pressures
of actuality, or does he rather set up a structure which works symbolically to lead
us back to a more profound understanding of ourselves to our environment? In
my view, he succeeds quite remarkably in this latter task, offering an insight into
the meaning of death, or, rather of the life which affirms itself and its absolute
value precisely at the point of death. Where "salvation"-whatever it means, and
The Eye of the Storm explores and even succeeds in demonstrating major implications-has traditionally been regarded as something achieved outside the scope of
our lives in this world, Elizabeth Hunter here achieves "salvation", that is, completeness of existence, not by denying but by affirming everything in her life, her
failures as well as her successes, down to the last physical humiliations of old age.
Thus the valediction pronounced by Sister de Santis is important. Her interlocutor
is her next patient, a crippled girl, who despises old people, and the pity they arouse,
finding them disgusting, so that speaking of her Sister de Santis is affirming the
possibilities of humanity in praising her former patient.
"Mrs Hunter wasn't sick", Sister de Santis said. "She was old. She had been a
great beauty in her day-a success. She was also cold and cruel when it suited her
to be."
"Was she happy?" Irene asked.
"Not altogether. She was human. In the end I feel age forced her to realise
she had experienced more than she thought she had at the time." (603)
That last sentence is crucial. The truth is to be found, White implies, as we
revalue our experience, accepting even what is apparently destructive as part of the
realisation that the final shape and implication of any human life is beyond human
comprehension.
So in Elizabeth Hunter White creates a new kind of subject, one who accepts her
existence universally and in so doing makes the object to which she relates, herself
and her world, exist in a new, more affirmative way. Though she may appear to
5

6
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be thus beyond morality-she affirms her occasional cruelties and infidelities and

her more numerous failures to love as she affirms her more positive actions-in fact
her existence illumines the nature of good and evil quite poignantly. She becomes
an exemplary figure, but what she exemplifies makes its effect on the reader by
dramatic means, as shared experience, rather than by exhortation. In this way,
therefore, White rebuts the objection that emphasis on structure. tends to be inhumane. It is precisely because there are no hidden textual meanings to interpret
here that the reader must concentrate on the experience the novel enacts.
The status of White's fictions, then depends very largely on the status one is
prepared to accord to language, above all to the aesthetic structuring of the novel,
a combination of verbal, imagistic and mythic effects, which represents perhaps the
most dense and complex form of language. As most people know, White is perhaps
more interested in painting and music than in literature. Yet in this novel he seems
to be no longer fretting against the limits of language but to have found at last a
formal mastery which enables him to be at peace with his medium and do in his
way in literature what painting and music do in theirs. True, from time to time he
registers his loss of confidence in words "pitiful threads to dangle above those whom
action had failed and God was swallowing up", (267) and Mrs Hunter reflects that
"You can never convey in words the utmost in experience", as she tries to grapple
with the memory of her profoundest experience, "Whatever is given you to live,
you alone can live and re-live and relive, till it's gasped out of you" (414).
But this word "gasped", I think, helps to explain why, despite his impatience
with words, White is now able to use them so effectively and with so little sense
of strain. For the organisation of The Eye of the Storm proposes to us an alternative to the mental and emotional habits that structure our everyday lives and
effectively conceal ourselves as individuals-in Kierkegaard's sense, as "the single
person", the opposite to the many-from ourselves. The individual self can alone
lay hold on this "whatever is given you to live, [what] you alone can live". As she
leaves the Cheesemans' party, even Dorothy realises the way in which the "evil
smog" which she has experienced there in the. chatter, the lies and evasions,
surrounds and stifles her. For a moment she longs that "she might see more clearly,
[though] clear vision, she suspected, is something you shed with childhood and do
not regain unless death is a miracle of light; which she doubted" (298). For his
part, of course, White does not doubt either that death illuminates or that some
preliminary illumination is possible in the course of life-providing that it is lived
in the proper dimension and that the nature of that dimension is suggested by the
implications of the word "gasp". For it implies a metaphor, of course, which
compares the individual's reaction to that of a fish out of water, and the reference
to the fish draws attention to a whole constellation of images which in fact have a
great deal to do with the structure of the action as a whole. These images of the
sea, the fabulous sea creature, half-woman, half fish, the island and the storm
through which one passes to a halcyon calm, have overtones of the Shakespearian
tempest and perhaps also to the story of Jonah and all its analogues, and as we
become aware of the development of their implications, a development which leads
from individual images to a more coherent pattern of a mythical voyage across the
seas to an island which becomes equivalently the island of the blest. It becomes
increasingly clear indeed that the novel enacts a process of illumination as it moves
with Elizabeth Hunter towards a death which appears as ultimate fulfilment not
as destruction. Moreover, despite the serious nature of the novel's enquiry and the
solemnity of its goal, this reliance on metaphor saves The Eye of the Storm from
much of the portentousness and over earnestness which tends to mar his other
novels. Following the pattern of image and metaphor tends, in fact, to become a
kind of game in which implication seems to be crystallised only to be dissolved
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again in the shadow of a larger "meaning" to which it seems to be pointing. At the
same time, it keeps the reader properly aware, as Elizabeth Hunter is, that life is
a ceremony (420) in which one plays a part increasingly "less . . . capable of
explaining the gifts that were showered on her" (419).
This sense of sheer gratuitousness is dramatised in the description of the eye
of the storm and the ~'glistening peace through which she was moved" (424). Interspersed between the marbled pyramids of waves, thousands of seabirds were at
rest; or the birds would rise, and dive, or peacefully scrabble at the surface for
food, some of them coasting almost as far as the tumultuous walls of clouds; and
closer to shore there were the black swans-four, five, seven of them" (424).
This description is a tour de force, but what it represents is not so much a
triumph of linguistic virtuosity-in fact, there is a sense of language under strain.
Rather, White manages to transmute into forms of thought and experience what is
otherwise almost beyond cognition, the state Eliot also tries to describe:
"The release from action and suffering,
releases from the inner
and the outer compulsion, yet surrounded
By a grace of sense, a white light still and moving."7
Yet, unlike Eliot, he succeeds in manifesting this experience of some middle region
between living and thinking in terms of the recognisable physical world of sight,
shapes and even of textures like the painter, Paul Klee, whose boast was "I paint
what I do not see". If the story of civilisation is the story of the growth of consciousness, then White's achievement here is to make. available areas of awareness
hitherto out of range of all but the most ambitious artists, yet necessary since every
man surely tends to his own centre, to this experience of halcyon calm.
No doubt White's concern to focus his novel on the journey towards this state
means that its perspectives tend to be unusual. He does not deny material realities,
for example, but he does give them a different value. Take the question of Elizabeth
Hunter's wealth. There is no question that part of our admiration for Elizabeth
Hunter depends on the fact that she is a wealthy woman and that she and her
house are beautiful. But in this case the elegance matters not for its own sake but
for what it reveals about the quality of her life. She is rich as it were because her
life justifies it: "Aren't the lives of beautiful women works of art?" Basil asks and
for once, I think, we are meant to take him seriously. "They deserve the fortunes
men pay for them and Elizabeth Hunter is a great-an incredibly beautiful woman"
(247). As if to justify these words, the novel shows us something of the price Mrs
Hunter has had to pay to achieve herself as a work of art. The daughter of a poor
farmer, she is chosen by Alfred Hunter and what this costs her becomes evident as
she comes to a painful awareness of her inadequacies and failures as the wife of a
man whose gentleness made him so terribly vulnerable. Yet for all that, she lives
out to the full all that is positive in her privileged life, turning her house into a
kind of work of art (33). Even Sister Manhood sees it finally as a kind of shrine
with Mrs Hunter as "the goddess hidden inside: of life, which you longed for, but
hadn't yet dared to embrace: of beauty such as you had imagined, but had so far
failed to grasp (with which Col grappled, you bitterly suspected, somewhere in the
interminable agitated depths of music); and finally of death which hadn't concerned
you, except as something to be tidied away, till you were faced with the vision of
it" (121).
Clearly, money and the elegance that goes with it serves here as a kind of
metaphor to express a state of beatitude which has become almost a permanent
form "like a jewel" (424), a contrast to the "lustrous moment made visible in the
7
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eye of the storm" (425) which is temporary. In both cases, however, the beatitude
exists "only by grace" (424), though this grace, paradoxically, has to be earned
before it is bestowed-the point that is made by the contrast made between Mrs
Hunter who remains only to endure the storm and Dorothy and Edward Pehl who
both leave. for the mainland, both unable, though in different ways, to endure the
claims to be made on them on the island.
Like everything else in the novel, this island both is and is not itself, an island
and yet also a state of being, as White emphasises when he makes Mrs Hunter
reflect. "I must not think of myself on the island. 1 am not hallowed-therefore1 must eschew-all such thoughts [that is of the illumination she achieved there]for the time being" (333). She must wait and suffer until she is ready for the final
passage, the tempest and the final illumination of calm at the heart of the storm.
Structurally, it is made. clear, however, that the time will come when she will
be hallowed. The myth of the sea, the tempest and the island gives a gerundive
quality to the action, and this is intensified by the hints that Mrs Hunter represents
some kind of "sea creature" (22). Thus she is made to recognise in the picture of
the legendary skiapod which she comes upon in one of Alfred's books "not her
own actual face but the spiritual semblance which will sometimes flood out of the
looking glass of the unconscious" (200). The grounds of this recognition, farfetched as it may seem, are not merely imaginary, not the result of an arbitrary
act of White's creative will and so the result of a rejection rather than of confirmation of live experience. For in this legendary amphibian creature, we find an
image of the. life of Elizabeth Hunter who lives as it were half in and half out of
time, moving easily between the present and the past in an assured anticipation
of the overwhelming future which is to break in on her in death. So, the passage
continues "unlike most of the other monsters in the book, this half-fish, halfwoman appeared neither allied to nor threatened by, death; too elusive in weaving
through deep waters, her expression a practically effaced mystery; or was it (and
here White lets his awareness of the ambiguities of actual human behaviour intrude
upon his allegory) one of dishonesty, of cunning?" (200). As the fish swims in the
sea, Elizabeth Hunter moves already in the dimension in which life flows into death.
Obscure as it may seem, this dimension does have some intelligibility for us.
Although White has always been pre-occupied with death, this does not, 1 think,
convict him of a mystical impatience with normal human existence but rather with
a desire to explore its frontiers. For, as White's novels constantly remind us, every
man has to die. With philosophers like Heidegger he suggests, indeed, that the value
of a man's life depends on the quality of his death, for that demonstrates the way
he shapes up to the inevitable goal of his existence. What he concentrates on, then,
is not so much death as the effect awareness of it has upon life. So, with Mrs
HunterS the fact that she is soon to die sets her life in a new perspective. Even the
physical humiliations of old age diminish in importance, "she no longer attached
much important to her own physical behaviour, unless it hurt her" (31), nor to
possessions. "I used to long for possessions", she tells her nurse, ... "and last of
all 1 longed to possess people who would obey me-and love me of course" (161-2).
But Sister de Santis' definition of love suggests what she is seeking now: "Sometimes I've thought it's like this", the nurse says: "love is a kind of supernatural
state to which I must give myself entirely, and be used up, particularly my imperfections-till I am nothing" (162). Mrs Hunter's subsequent gift to her of a phoenix
bracelet confirms her acceptance as goal of this state into which she has such an
insight. In effect it is death which serves to confirm not destroy the power of vision,
and White uses Basil to drive this point home. In the middle of lunch at a fashionS

The name is significant. She is a hunter of truth.
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able restaurant by the Harbour he suddenly catches a glimpse of the beach at
low tide.
"The sun had gone in besides, behind a drift of dirty cloud and once your
vision is withdrawn from you, there remain the lapping shallows, the littered
sand, one competing with the other for the sludge to which the human spirit can
sense itself rendered; an aimless bobbing of corks which have served their purpose,
and scum, and condoms, and rotting fruit, and rusted tins, and excrement" (352).
It is Mrs Hunter's strength that she is unafraid of this sludge-she dies, after
all, on the commode-because she has achieved a measure of vision which illuminates this measure, and it grows through the action as she explores the meaning
of her life and especially of her experience at the heart of the tempest on the
island. Though she knows how powerless she is physically, she becomes increasingly aware of the power that mind gives her (85), especially now that its evident
absurdities detach her from her body and its claims. Far from being inhumane,
White here seems to be as robustly true to the earth as was Yeats who also wrestled
with the fact of old age:
"An aged man is but a paltry thing,
A tattered cloak upon a stick, unless
Soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing
For every tatter in its mortal dress."9
True, where Yeats emphasises defiance, White stresses acceptance, investing Mrs
Hunter at times with a quality of lucid, almost child-like innocence. Yet this
innocence, clearly, is the product of experience. There is no attempt to disguise
her occasional cruelties, her pride, her insensitivity to the claims of her husband's
gentle love or of her children. But this is because White has no false illusions about
human beings; the best most of us can do is to learn to live with what we areas Elizabeth Hunter does. So, even she, for all her failures as a human being, is
able therefore to achieve dignity and a certain nobility.
White has often been regarded as an intolerant absolutist, a kind of Manichee
who insists on an intransigent division between good and evil, and indeed, novels
like Riders in the Chariot would seem to justify this impression. But The Eye of
the Storm shows an understanding of human weakness that at the same time
enables him to turn this weakness into a source of strength. Thus, even Sister
Manhood is able to "connect this half-dead bet-wetting still spiteful old woman
with a mountain, [because] Mrs Hunter did at times break through the mists of
senility and give you a glimpse of something else" (177). This glimpse frightens
her, of course, as it also frightens Arnold Wyburd, the rational man, the lawyer
who is dedicated to the preservation of property and the present proprieties (262),
because, White implies, most people do not want to be set free into this "endlessness of the spirit" which costs so much-nothing less, in fact, than the desire for
all possessions, even of oneself. But even Dorothy realises that what Elizabeth
Hunter manages to achieve is both beautiful and supremely desirable-hence the
intimation she has of her mother arriving in the Warmings' house on the island as
a kind of saint. "The fractured light in the shuttered room gave back Mother's
hair the aureole it must have worn in youth, of what again appeared as palest,
purest gold. Her eyes, at their deepest bluest, expressed the resignation of one
receiving her due" (376).
Preoccupied as he always has been with trying to define the "holy", White
seems to have defined it here at last in terms that are convincingly human and to
have set up a complex interplay between body and spirit, the real and the imaginary
which is realised dramatically in the events of the novel. Thus Mrs Hunter asks to
9
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be dressed up in her jewels, for example, both to satisfy a structural need-the
goddess must be adorned-and also because, humanly, she needs their reassurance
in order to face her children and, in her last scene, the challenge of death. Maybe
she is not universally convincing-her relationship with her husband is perhaps not
quite believable. Nevertheless, the suggestion that the profoundest relationship she
achieves is with Sister de Santis, a relationship of spirit in which "they inhabited a
world of trust, to which their bodies and minds were no more than entrance gates"
(11 ), needs to be taken seriously in the light of what the novel has to say about
human relationships. "The worst thing about love between human beings", Elizabeth Hunter says, "when you're prepared to love them, they don't want it; when
they do, it's you who can't bear the idea"(ll). In comparison with the sentimentalists who see "love" as the solution to all human ills, White" it seems, is a supreme
realist.
This realism is emphasised by the climax of the action, Mrs Hunter's death
on the commode, and by Lotte Lippmann's dance which is its prelude. Even to
Mrs Hunter this dance offers a supreme, challenging illumination. "Elizabeth
Hunter was trying to plant her bungling lips on the wind the dancer was creating
round her. She tried to grasp hold of something. She couldn't" (545). Significantly
also, this illumination makes for dispossession rather than self-assertion. "Her
other self had been released from their lover's attempts to express tenderness in
terms of flesh (no less touching, tragic even for being clumsy and impotent)"
(546). Death means "dying away", and it is connected somewhat with the gull
who "got pierced" (546) impaled on the tree by the force of the storm as if to
remind "that one can't escape suffering" (409) even at this point of liberation.
What may appear at first a self-sufficiency, even selfishness, in Elizabeth Hunter
is actually therefore the opposite, a realisation of profound dependency, that life's
supreme gesture is one of worship, of submission to the power which contrives
life. in a way so much beyond human reckoning. Glimpsing in Lotte's dance this
power which manifests itself often in "lashing, the slashes, and near murder" as
well as in tenderness, "Elizabeth Hunter moaned. Like a stricken cow lying on its
side" (545), and one is reminded of Arthur Brown's tragedy about the cow in
The Solid Mandala, "the tragedy of all interminably bleeding breeding COWS".10
Life's flow, the ocean in which all creatures are suspended is not entirely pneumatic;
it is the environment of human history and the product of our subjection to physical
necessity. There is no room for sentimentality here. Lotte, the Jew, learnt that in a
grim world, Hitler's Germany, the best way to show her love for her gentile fiance
was to leave him (150). And so her dance in its grotesqueness manifests to Mrs
Hunter "the inconceivable something (she had) always, it seems, been looking
for" (544), and "because you are both human, and consequently, flawed" (544),
what she shows is absurd, the dance of a painful pulchinello. Elizabeth Hunter's
death follows this illumination as a kind of consequence of it. She dies on the
commode, her throne from which she reigns over her body, ridiculous yet also
splendid in terms of the response it provokes:
"What can I do for you?" Sister Manhood asks.
But her reply both asserts and establishes her supremacy. "I am the one who
must do. I want you to help me on to the throne" (549). The pun on the word
"do" here emphasises the paradoxical nature of her triumph. She must make her
bowels work but also ~"wil1 enough strength into her body to put her feet on the
ground and walk steadily towards the water" (550) and so make at last the passage
to the island, and there "perform whatever the eye is contemplating for me" (550).
The account of her death here seems to me more successful even than the
parallel account in The Vivesector, and it is surely a measure of White's genius
10

The Solid Mandala (London, Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1966), p.230.
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that he is able, somehow, to give some insight into what it is like to die. Or rather,
not so much to die-that is negative and this novel is supremely positive in its
implications-but to dramatise a supreme assertion of the self which gathers
together the contents of a lifetime and claims them, ready, like Yeats
" ... to follow to its source
Every event in action or in thought;
Measure the lot; forgive myself the lot!" So,
... "blest by everything,
Everything we look upon is blest"!1
In this state Elizabeth Hunter achieves total integrity. Having endured "trial by
nature", the diminutions of old age together with the memories of past failures,
she has emerged triumphant even over the "diseased conscience", the super-ego,
based on the expectations of others, which tends to take over from will (425),
we are reminded here of the state of dispossession, of readiness for grace, of which
the mystics speak. Old age is not necessarily dreadful, then, as our culture feels.
The "soul about to leave the body it had worn, and already able to emancipate
itself so completely from human emotions" (12) is not to be pitied. Rather, after
"the long stretch of the responsible years, when you were lunging in your madness
after love, money, position, possessions", Mrs Hunter now has reached ."a calm in
which the self has been stripped, if painfully, of its human imperfections" (29),
the eye of the storm of mortality, in fact.
N or is the fruit of this achievement for herself alone. Mrs Hunter's state becomes
"at times as redemptive as water, as clear as morning light" (12). She becomes a
source of life and refreshment as water is, and her experience signals the beginnings
of a new, more intense mode of being. At the same time, there is nothing magical
about her; her death leaves Basil and Dorothy more or less unchanged. Both of
them in fact hurry back as quickly as possible to their former lives. But Mrs Hunter
does marshall Lotte the way she was always going to her death. Paradoxically, her
suicide registers the end of her nihilism. The smoke from the factory chimneys
outside her window and the smell of gas from the bath heater inside place her in
the presence of the concentration camps, where she dies in love, not in hatred or
fear, offering roses "to those others pressed always more suffocatingly close around
her" (607). Similarly, Mrs Hunter's death reveals to Sister Manhood the truth
about herself, though this revelation proves more destructive. Going on, living
with Snow, her state is perhaps more desperate than Lotte Lippmann's ever was.
It is this effect that Elizabeth Hunter has on others, I suppose, which constitutes
"the mystery of her strength, of her elect life" (416), a strength which the myth
accounts for-having endured the storm she is endowed with power, and the
foresters treat her with reverence as one who has had "gifts ... showered on her"
(419)-but which our experience of her justifies also. Indeed, in his description of
Elizabeth Hunter it seems that at last White locates in a person the Utopia he has
been seeking so long, a "state of silence, simplicity and humility".
What of the echoes of King Lear which run through this novel as echoes of
The Brothers Karamazov do through The Solid Mandala? First, I think, we must
heed the warning White builds into the text; not to look to King Lear to rescue
us from making the effort to live and respond to the experience the novel offers.
Thus, Basil likes to boast of his intention to play Lear again to bolster his failing
powers. But Mitty Jacka's casual response to this boast reminds us that Lear
belongs only to the life that is honestly lived.
"Oh yes-Lear!" She made it warm and bright. Lear might have been a cousin
she hadn't met for years, but whom she would always have a soft spot" (348-9).
11 "A Dialogue of Self and Soul".
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Listening to her Basil comes to understand that "she was honest enough, poor
thing. He was the dishonest one, and a bloody superficial Lear" (349) because he
uses art as a refuge from life.. For him, to act a part is to live, something he is
unable to do otherwise (241) being too afraid to commit himself to others. So,
Mitty Jacka's talk of "losing oneself" of "giving oneself, flowing into a part" (241)
ironically shows up his selfishness. In fact he "always plays the same part-Himself
... Rather a boring part, too" (360).
Obviously, such a man both resembles Lear in his longing to be loved rather
than to love and in his need for admiration but also quite ludicrously lacks Lear's
terrible energy and his will to joy. Thus Mitty Jacka's presence in the novel is
meant, I think, to emphasise this discrepancy. She acts as a kind of anti-self to
Basil and immediately recognises him when they sit together in a bus. Like an
actor, she too would like to "live (her) entire waking life at night" (239). But she
knows, as he does not,12 that night is for the elect (242), the time for vision, the
revelation that comes in dream. Basil, of course, refuses to surrender to this revelation as to anything that would carry him out of his depth away from the superficial
world of gossip, bright lights and casual seductions which he inhabits, what Sister
de Santis characterises as a "trompe l'oeil to distract attention from that shadowy
labyrinth strewn with signs through which she approached 'happiness'" (335).
Mitty wants to liberate Basil, to lead him through this labyrinth to freedom, as
Basil is half-aware-she figures as the midwife in his final fantasy of himself (594).
She reminds him for instance how much better he would act if he "dared give"
himself (240). But this reminder frightens Basil. "He might have chosen death
rather than go through another performance for Mitty Jackson" (249). He prefers
to perform instead for Sister Manhood who gives him back some of his illusions
about himself.
The contrast between Basil and Lear, then, is highly ironical. Where Lear, the.
"human landslide" (235) is prepared to smash everything to get what he wants,
Basil clings to the "grey screen, or backcloth, he had seen in his boyhood as
standing between himself and nothing" (241). In his rare honest moments Basil
admits that the "branches of the pure anguish" of Lear are not for him, that this
play is "unplayable for actors anyway", though possible maybe for some "gnarled,
authentic man, as much a storm-tossed hero as flesh" (350). For Lear's is the
heroism of "pure destitution"; of the man who lives the truth that "nothing is
truly solved unless at the last button" (273). His mother, as he also understands
at this point, is "closest but how close to the un-doing" he does not know (273).
As for Basil, in his final fantasy of playing Lear it is Dorothy who un-does his
button and, in obscene parody, as if to emphasise the absurdity of the comparison,
uproots his penis (594) so that he stands revealed as the "Plasticine King" who
must also lose his tongue and "perhaps uvula for good measure" and so be "no
more an actor" (594) if he is to be a man. But, as the fantasy recognises, this
means death-"return C. to stamp King into coffin" (594 )-and this, of course, he
refuses to accept.
Increasingly therefore the comparison with Lear renders him ridiculous. Mitty
Jacka would rescue him from this ridiculousness. "A man develops only one of his
several potential lives", she tells him. "There's reason why he shouldn't live them
all-or at least act them out, if he can liberate himself. That's what I'd like for
you: this nightly liberation instead of the cast-iron figures dragging themselves from
one prescribed attitude to another" (248). Instead, he clings to his illusion of
himself as Lear, reaching a crowning absurdity at Kudjeri, posturing as Lear on the
heath by the side of the dam. "'In such a night' he aimed at the Australian day12 And Sister de Santis does. See her account of the 'significant Life' which is revealed to
her nightly (335).
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light", as White makes him almost a figure of fun, "legs apart, pants hitched their
highest and tightest (as) he listened for his own voice (his worst vice) and some
of it returned from out of that extrovert blue" (492).
Yet the comparison is not all loss for Basil. As he himself obscurely understands, the source of his preoccupation with Lear lies in his childhood, deriving
from a primal experience of deprivation, his mother's inability to feed him. Disappointment, for him, is "something we've got to expect the moment we put our
mouths to the nipple" (123). So, in a way, he represents an inversion of Lear: not
the father who betrays and is betrayed by his children, but the child who betrays
and is betrayed by his parents.
This inversion, I think, suggests the way in which the analogy with Lear works
in this novel; that is, ironically, to criticise Basil and his pretensions which are
those of false artists in particular and of superficial people generally. At the same
time, however, Basil's final macabre fantasy which is a kind of recognition scene
identifies Elizabeth Hunter as Lear with Basil, if anything,13 playing the part of
the fool. And truly, to his mother, he does represent the heart-breaking truth of
her failure. Unable to feed him, first of all, she is then unable to give him the love
he needed as a child to set him free, and his parody of one the fool's mocking songs,
"I'll go to bed at moonlight with my sister" reminds her of her responsibility for
the empty self-regard of their lives which is represented in their incest,14 as the
fool reminds Lear of his responsibilities. Indeed, this final version of Lear is even
bleaker in a sense than Shakespeare's for here there is no strong presence of
Cordelia, "the almoner the one who matters who might care" (594). If by anyone,
she is represented by Sister de Santis, but her presence is consolatory only, she
stands a little aside from the main line of the action.
In this reading Basil is not the failure some critics have made him out to be.
As a description of a real man, no doubt, he is unconvincing but as part of the
novel's human implication he is quite central, sounding the note of human misery,
of the inability to love which leads to slavery. Without the note he sounds, the fairytale implications of the island, the tempest and the ocean might divert the novel
away from honest examination of human experience. So, while it is true that The
Eye of the Storm is about the holy, White's notion of "holiness" has nothing sentimental about it. The awe he makes us feel before Elizabeth Hunter, the fascination
combined with fear, is provoked by our realisation of the terrible and splendid
thing it is to be a human being in face of death. To my mind, this makes it a
fiercely honest book.
True, there are some of White's customary narrative tricks-though fewer than
usual. Basil learns Mitty's unpalatable opinion of him, for example, from a scrap
of paper on which she has scribbled them (246), and White plays a kind of game
with the Ethiopian ring, Mitty's gift to Basil, which he then gives to his mother
so that the grace of liberation Mitty offers him passes on as it were to Mrs Hunter.
But on the whole the narrative lives and develops in its own right within Elizabeth
Hunter's consciousness without interference from White. Even the underlying
mythic structures are less ostentatious here, more fully integrated into character
and situation. White will always remain incredibly ambitious, "testing for the
highest pitch of awfulness the human spirit can endure" (424), so that there will
always be a certain pretentiousness of tone. Nevertheless of all his works, The Eye
of the Storm seems to me to come closest to success in the impossible task White
sets himself of uttering what is in fact unutterable.

Earlier, he sees himself as Edmund (236).
Is White echoing the point made by Levi-Strauss that the prohibition of incest defines the
transition from nature to culture? Dorothy and Basil are unable to make that transition.
13
14
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